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About This Content

This is the soundtrack for Crypt of the NecroDancer: AMPLIFIED, created by the award winning composer, Danny
Baranowsky! It contains 4 new tracks, including 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, and FortissiMole!

NOTE: This DLC does *NOT* include the Crypt of the NecroDancer: AMPLIFIED soundtrack songs from A_Rival,
FamilyJules7X, Virt, Girlfriend Records, or OCRemix.
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I adored this game. I loved the point-and-click adventure element, along with the typical visual novel experience of making
choices that affect outcomes. Solving the mystery was very fulfilling. I felt like the game wasn't trying to hold my hand through
it, but actually allowed me to piece the clues together myself.

I never had an issue with the previous artwork in Woodsy Studio games, but I'm sure others will be thrilled to see the artwork
improvements. It looks much more polished and smooth. I thought the CG images were beautiful.

Once again (like in their other games), they did an excellent job of including diversity. People of color and queer characters are
never tokens, but people who have goals and agency in the story. I was also glad to see polyamory discussed again, as there are
very few games (or media in general) that show polyamorous characters in a positive light. One of the strongest themes of the
story has to do with accepting others for who they truly are, no matter how much society doesn't accept someone. If someone
wishes to live their life a certain way, and it harms no one, and makes that person happy, then why have prejudice? Why spread
hate?

I absolutely recommend this to anyone who enjoys a good story, a good mystery, and making choices that matter in a video
game.. Why the fark did I buy this game? There's a lack of in-game help, little instructions, and just to make me REALLY
confused, none of the controls worked for grenades. Plus, I got stuck on a level with not being able to locate an exit after
everything was dead. That kind of sounds lame, but 1 thing is broken here and it isn't me.

. Not worth it! Not memorable! NOT anything...
A bad idea turned into a bad game...
Just ignore it and let it rest in peace!. This game is interesting, but seems like it's severely lacking certain things. It's not a bad
game by any means, just the gameplay is too short for the price, and the plot starts to fall flat and anticlimatic towards the end.

I'd still say it's worth playing, but probably not at full price sadly. I would suggest waiting until it's 50% off.. I like this song and
a story. one of the worst games i ahve ever played and the most frustrating, its set up so you die 90% of the time at the very end
of the level and some areas are badly amde where things can kill you through walls. it also has really ♥♥♥♥♥♥ gameplay, only
get this game if you have a 90% off voucher.... CrossCells is an ambient logic puzzle game. Much like other [something]Cells
games by Matthew Brown.

Ambient music, minimalistic visuals and brain overheating, these are three things you can expect from Matthew's games.
CrossCells is no different. What's it all about? Numbers. It's kinda like sudoku, with a twist. You must match numbers shown on
the borders adding and/or multiplying the numbers provided in the table.

If you don't know any other XCells games start with Hexcells first, these are still the best. This one, in comparison, might
require a bit of luck and/or thinking several steps ahead instead of on the spot logic reasoning you used to progress in the former
games. But if you're like me and love these games and finished all of them already you should give this one a try. It's not as good
as the previous ones, but still quite enjoyable.

I liked:
* some levels are really excellent and can melt your brain
* this is everything you'd expect from a game by Matthew Brown

I disliked:
* more times than I would expect logical thinking gets you nowhere and you just have to blind guess
* two or three puzzles are awfully simple

Get this if:
* you liked any of the previous XCells games
* you like minimalistic puzzlers

Don't get this if:
* you don't like numbers
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* you're annoyed by a little guessing in your puzzling. Okay, So this game seems like one you could get addictied to.
F**k no, it's stupid as hell. T_T. First Impression: I just finshed chapter 1 of the game and want to play more but I have to go to
school tomorrow so I must go to bed... BUT I will definitely be playing this game tomorrow. My first impression of the game is
great. I haven't experienced any jump scares yet but the suspense of the music really set the mood so when there is a sudden
sound it freaks me out and those are the type of scares I enjoy. If the game continues to deliver the same amount of suspense
that is in chapter 1 I will be very pleased. I can't wait to play more. I will update this later with more information on the rest of
the game.

Graphics: Max settings no problems, looks great.
Sound: Directional sound, depending which way you are facing you will hear sounds more prominently in one ear than in the
other. They also have subtitles!
Controls: I am using the keyboard, no problems.
Glitches: None.
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Interplanetary is a turn based tank or Worms-like multiplayer artillery game, with the twist that you are a planet in orbit firing
against other planets in your solar system. Be careful when you aim- shots that rely on the gravity of other celestial bodies may
behave unpredictably when those objects are in motion! Shots bank and twist and slingshot around the sun and other planets. If
you're not careful, you can even end up shooting yourself as the sun's gravity pulls your projectiles back towards your orbit!

Half of the game is the fun of watching your shots wind crazily throughout the solar system, and the satisfaction of a well fired
hit. The other half is resource management, weapon development and planet building. Each turn gives you an amount of
resources and energy to spend based on the number of mines and power plants you've built. Shields in turn will protect your
cities and buildings... but only to a degree. Do you build more weaponry, or do you use the energy you've accumulated in a turn
to send another shot hurtling wildly across the solar system towards your enemy? Do you protect your city that has taken a
number of shots already, or the power plants and weaponry necessary to fight back? And those technologies you've been
researching throughout the game... eventually they will lead up to a MUCH more destructive arsenal.

The game is solid, and is in a pretty decent place in its development. Currently it is most balanced with two players, but gets
more and more insane as more players are added, so you can decide if you're in it for a genuine strategic experience or for a
more casual playstyle that takes advantage of the multiplayer features and the ridiculousness of hurtling asteroids, missiles and
lasers at your friends. Overall I think it can only get better as the developers add new content that will make each round more
unique and satisfying.. Total buggy mess. What should I expect when Ubisoft is on the job?

Never again.. Learned how to carry my team in the Silver Ranks. 10/10. copyright evasion 101. PROS: AMAZING HUMOR
FROM THE DEVELOPER
  HARD BUT FAIR GAME
  HELL MODE IF YOU HATE YOURSELF
  HELL MODE IF YOU LIKE REALLY TOUGHT GAMES :D
  GOT STUCK FOR 30 MINS ON THE SAME STAGE.... NEVER GOT BORED THO
  INTERSTING ARTWORK
  INTERSTING SOUND DESIGN

CONS: YOU SHOULD PLAY WITH CHEAP CONTROLLER OR AT LEAST CALM YOURSELF DOWN WITH ANY
KIND OF DRUGS
  FURTHER INJURY MAY OCCUR FROM TOSSING KEYBOARD OR GAMEPAD WITH TOO MUCH STRENGTH.

  score: I WON'T DIE ON THIS LEVEL AGAIN/10. I'd recommend the game. It's a decent price for the experience. They did
an epic job on the sound which I love and also the attention to detail the put into the foliage movement makes it a lot more
intense!

The game does start out slow just as an FYI but it will pick up as you progress within the first 5 minutes or so.

Here's my first time gameplay video:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/tjHY2Q57azw. Bet game ever i dont need to write alot for telling you how awesome this game is
:DDDDDDDDD. So far one of my favorite games for my Vive and still my go to game on most nights. The action is intense and
thrilling even hours into the game. The weapons feel really solid and even the beginning ones still feel effective into the late
game.
I have noticed some very minor bugs like the laser-sight stuttering a bit (mostly on the shotgun) but they are all negligible.

  All in all I would absolutely say this is a MUST buy for anyone with a vibe. Worth every dollar.. I thought I couldn't be scared
by movies until I saw The Ring, that one got me a bit. This demo on the other hand, a serious case of the heeby jeepies. No
joke. Short, but good.. All windowed resolutions are the same - whether I choose 640x480 or 1920x1080, it takes half my
screen. I'll go back to my non-official version of HoMM3 since it's better than the one the publishers have put on Steam. Such a
shame for this licence to be drowning in a puddle of sh!t.
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